
Utility Station Installation Instructions

Utility Station may be mounted on the vertical column of 
the lift or on a wall. 
IMPORTANT: Check State or Local codes for any 
height requirements for the electrical outlets  
before mounting. 

To mount the Utility Station on a Lift Column, use the Box 
as a template, mark and drill 11/32” diameter holes. Use 
5/16” diameter bolts and lock nuts to  
secure to the side of the lift. 

IMPORTANT: The hole locations are critical to avoid 
interference with the carriage slide blocks. 

For Wall mounting , mount in the same fashion, use  
appropriate hardware for either sheet rock or concrete. 

IMPORTANT: All electrical wiring shall comply with all 
State and Local Codes. 

Connect electrical wiring to single phase, 60Hz
115 volt electrical supply using suitable conduit (not  
supplied). The duplex receptacle must be connected 
through the GFCI with the input line to the box
connected to a circuit breaker or time delay fuse rated at 
20 amps. Both receptacles must be grounded to the box. 

Connect main air supply to 1/4” ball valve inlet on the  
Utility Station (Run 1/2” line from compressor or main air 
system to Utility Station.) 

Install Quick Couplers to the 1/4” male fittings on the box. 
The air supply between the filter and the  
lubricator will be non-lubricated, used for tire inflation or 
blowing off. The air outlet on the left side will be  
lubricated for air tool use. 

Regulator Instructions 

• Regulate pressure by raising the knob, then turning 
clockwise to increase and counterclockwise to de-
crease. Push knob down to lock setting. 

• Adjust the oil mist using the screwdriver slot located 
on top of the lubricator. 

• To fill the lubricator, first depressurize the air system, 
remove the slotted screw plug in the body. Replace 
the screw before repressurizing.
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